
Appendix A

Sample Think Aloud

One morning as I stood drinking my cup of coffee, I came across a newspaper article titled “Spider-Hunting 
Nudist Ends With Ring of Fire.” With a catchy title like that, how could I not read it? To demonstrate how think 
alouds can be readily applied to all kinds of texts at all different levels, I’ve written out a transcript of the think 
aloud that I, as a proficient reader, might do with this article.

What the Text Says What I Say

“Spider-Hunting
Why would someone go spider hunting? When I see spiders,  
I run the other way—I don’t seek them out!

Nudist
Nudist? I know that the titles of articles have to be short and 
the author can only include the most important parts, so it 
must be important that this person was naked.

Ends With Ring of Fire”

I wonder what is meant by ring of fire. I’ve heard it be used 
when I’ve learned about volcanoes. I also know a Johnny Cash 
song about a ring of fire. Or maybe a ring of fire is a bull’s-eye 
pattern like in a tick bite.

This is a really intriguing article that lends itself to predictions! I 
predict this article will be about a naked person who gets a bad 
spider bite.

A red-faced Australian nudist 

This phrase red-faced intrigues me because it could mean 
so many different things. Is this person red-faced because he 
is sunburned? I know that lots of Australia has beaches and 
deserts, so maybe this person had too much sun. Or maybe the 
person has been drinking, because I know alcohol can make 
some people’s skin flush. Or maybe this person is red-faced 
because he’s embarrassed and blushing. I think the author is 
giving me an important clue here, but I need more information 
to find out why this person is red-faced or why the author 
included this detail.

who tried to set fire to what he thought was a deadly funnel 
web spider’s nest 

What is a funnel web spider? The author is telling me it’s 
deadly, so it must be poisonous. Maybe after I finish reading, 
I’ll do an Internet search for this kind of spider.

ended up with badly burned buttocks, emergency officials said 
on Monday.

The author is telling me exactly where this man’s burns are. 
That’s an important detail, and I wonder why the author 
specifically includes it. Maybe the author thinks it’s silly that of 
all places to get burned, it was this man’s buttocks.

"Spider-Hunting Nudist Ends With Ring of Fire" From Zee News



What the Text Says What I Say

The 56-year-old man was at a nudist colony near Bowral, 
about 60 miles southwest of Sydney, Sunday when he spotted 
what he believed to be a funnel web spider hole.
Ambulance workers, including a helicopter crew, were called 
to the scene after the man poured petrol 

I already know that petrol is another word for gasoline—when 
I went to England, we filled our car with petrol. My hunch must 
be right because I also know that gas is highly flammable.

down the hole and then lit a match in an attempt to kill the 
offending arachnid. 

Clearly the man was scared of this spider. But why didn’t he 
just walk away and leave it alone?

“The exploding gasoline fumes left the man with burns to 18 
percent of his body, on the upper leg and buttocks,” the NRMA 
Careflight

This is a term I don’t know, but the author is giving me clues 
to help figure it out. I’ve got ambulance workers and an 
emergency helicopter as clues, so I’m guessing that NRMA 
Careflight is the equivalent to EMS in the United States.

helicopter rescue service said in a statement.

I’m trying to visualize exactly what happened here. In my 
mind’s eye, I can see this man standing naked over this spider 
hole and pouring gas down it. What I can’t visualize is how the 
flames got to his upper leg and buttocks. Wouldn’t the flames 
burn his face and chest if he were looking down this spider 
hole? Maybe he was running away, and that explains how he 
got burned where he did.

It said the man’s lack of clothing probably contributed to the 
extent of his burns.

This statement confuses me. The phrase “contributed to the 
extent” is ambiguous to me. Is the author telling me that being 
nude helped or hurt him? It’s obviously a big part of this story 
that the man is naked, so if I had to guess, I’d say that not 
wearing clothes made it so he was burned less—because he 
didn’t have any clothes to catch on fire.

“The fate of the bunkered spider was unknown, although 
other guests at the resort thought it was probably a harmless 
trapdoor spider and not a deadly funnel web,” the statement 
said.

If the other guests could wager a guess, does that mean they 
got a look at the spider, too? Had anyone seen the spider 
before this man—and maybe just walked away?

NRMA Careflight said it was called to a property in the same 
area in January when another man kicked a spider that was 
crawling up the wall of a friend’s cabin. 

The author is telling me about another time someone in 
this same place hurt himself by trying to get rid of a spider. I 
wonder why the author included this detail.

The man broke his leg in two places, it said. 

The author is even more descriptive here about these 
injuries—I’m sensing that the author thinks it’s a bit ridiculous 
that these people do these crazy things to get rid of spiders 
rather than just leaving them be. Could the author’s purpose 
in this article be to send a message, like “Leave scary wildlife 
alone”? Or maybe the author is trying to entertain us with 
these comical antics.

One of my purposes for reading this article was to figure out 
why this person was originally described as red-faced. While 
I can’t be sure (because the author didn’t explain it), I’m 
making the inference that this man was red-faced because he 
was embarrassed that his actions resulted in an emergency 
helicopter rescue, his burns, and everyone knowing what he did.
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